
To equip staff with practical skills and confidence to 
actively participate in the custom staining and glazing of 

same day chair side Cerec crowns.

To review your in office lab for the purpose of upgrading and 
streamlining an efficient and practical work flow.OB
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1 
Hands on Instructions on Adjusting and 
Staining EMAX
 •  Imitating nature, translucency, stain placement, and using   
      highlights.
 •  Using proper burs to adjust crown in blue stage: removing sprue  

      and contact, adjusting occlusion, and contouring anatomy.
 •  Customizing a posterior crown with a focus on the occlusal table.

2 
Lab Evaluation and Upgrade

Equiping lab with:
 •  Proper lighting with magnification.
 •  Proper brushes.
 •  Proper stain tray (with easy lid) streamlining color   

       choices for ease and efficiency, plus a low fusing enamel  
       for quick contact repair, and a regular enamel for blue  
       stage contact repair.
  •  Streamlining stains to 5 choices for ease and efficiency.
  •  Adding custom low fusing glaze cycle for quick 
       contact add on (including low fusing and regular   
       enamel powders).
  •  Finishing polishes and burs.
   (Total purchases: $349)

- STAFF TRAINING - 

Hands on Stain and Glaze 
for the Same Day Cerec Crown
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3.5 HOURS IN OFFICE 
TRAINING FOR 2: $975

“I had Phil come into my 
office. He re-evaluated my 
lab. He set up my lab to be 

efficient so I don’t take a lot 
more time, and he trained 

my staff on how to properly 
and  quickly stain and glaze 

emax crowns... And I find 
that a wonderful service.”

- Dr. Brian Work DMD
Artwork Dental
Eugene, Oregon



Hey guys, I just wanted to give you a word about Phil 
Smith and his dental lab. I’m a Cerec doctor; red cam, 
blue cam, omni-cam. I’ve been doing this now for well 

over 15 years. Now I’m mentoring, and I’ve realized 
as I mentor that the struggle is real. It’s always about 
upgrading, it’s always about enhancing your product. 

I had Phil come into my office, he re-evaluated my lab. 
He set up my lab to be efficient so I don’t take a lot more 

time, and he trained my staff on how to properly and  
quickly stain and glaze emax crowns.   

Now I’ve enhanced my product without adding more than 90 seconds 
to the total working time, and I find that a wonderful service.

Dr. Brian Work DMD
Artwork Dental
Eugene, Oregon
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